Transforming businesses,
brands and people’s
lives with the creative
use of digital

Our offering

Unlocking the potential of
businesses and brands through

Business
Design

Ecosystems
& Commerce

Products
& Ventures

Connecting brands and consumers
through marketing technology

Designing and delivering enterprise
technology solutions

Aligning customer experience and
technology needs to business value

Ecosystems proposition

Connected experiences that deliver
on the brand promise, crafted
through smart design, enabled by
scalable enterprise technology to
realise tangible business outcomes.

Our work

Driving brand impact
through connected
experiences
During our 13-year partnership, we provided strategic
consultation for Holden’s digital ecosystem and the
holden.com platform, backed by a comprehensive data
strategy to deliver enterprise-level insights.

Disconnected brand experiences meant
Australians were falling out of love with Holden

Empower Holden’s teams internally
to deliver consistent, connected
experiences to their customers

GM Holden has been a partner of Isobar for 13 years. Recently, Holden have
experienced several challenges. For customers, Holden felt like a different brand at every

turn; one that didn’t recognise the stage they were at in their purchase journey,
impacting brand confidence. For the business, there was no ability to connect customer

data points and understand where issues were being felt - resulting in CX investment
decisions being made in the dark.
These challenges were impacting brand health, customer experience, growth and overall

efficiency, despite having hundreds of reports and data points at their fingertips, Holden
lacked a true understanding of their customers and had no visibility of the end-to-end
customer journey, where the biggest pain points were being felt and which opportunities
most aligned to their strategic objectives.

Experience Vision

Make a lasting impact on
Australians so they fall in
love with our vehicles

Without a consistent measurement framework, the business was becoming siloed.
Teams were often making investment decisions based on gut-feel alone, and as a result,
brand health had continued to decline along with market share.

Isobar’s challenge was to deliver a complete view of the digital ecosystem and lead a
capability uplift across customer communication channels to enable Holden to make

strategic decisions that would shift the needle.

Deliver and sustain meaningful
customer experiences externally
through a connected and
context-aware brand experience

Creating a connected, single customer view
unlocked the potential for real brand impact

Dealership
(Offline)

The complexity of Holden’s ecosystem magnified brand inconsistencies; with brand and
media defining audiences and content strategies in one way - and hundreds of franchise

dealerships acting on entirely different user data sets and experiences.

CRM
Brand
CMS

Brand
Digital Media

To unlock capability at scale, our first step was to create a single view of the end-to-end
customer journey. With a complex and broad brand reach also comes the potential for

Cloud
Segmentation

Data Warehouse

Brand Search

rich, highly targeted customer audiences. We consolidated disparate datasets and
reports, identifying and ingesting data from multiple sources (e.g. paid media and social,

Dealer CMS
(200+)

website, dealership sales and CRM), centralising it within a data lake to help create a
cloud based CDP before connecting back to the CMS, CRM and digital media channels.

Brand A/B
Testing

Once the data infrastructure work was complete, Isobar conducted analysis to establish
a completely new view of the marketing funnel and key customer segments. As a result,
Holden’s digital marketing metrics were completely redefined and new, aligned, KPIs
were set across internal teams and agency partners.
In leveraging the insights uncovered and helping Holden shape their customer journeys

Dealer Digital
Media

Dealer
Search

Dealer A/B
Testing

Live connections

and the digital experiences used to deliver them, we set the foundations to deliver
personalised, bespoke experiences that tailored relevant content within specific

experiences to customers in real time.
Establishing multiple cross-ecosystem links led to the clearest
picture of the purchase journey Holden had ever had

Dynamic communications at every step
unified the brand in a way that felt personal

Prospect and retargeting audience spectrums:

Weekend Warriors

To better capture user intent and set-up efficient, ongoing audience learning, we reengineered Holden’s digital experiences with passive and active ways for users to tell

us what was important to them including, content modules on Holden.com tailored to

Upper funnel
Landscaping phase

different user types and scenarios, comparison tools and segment-led ‘accessory

pack’ branding.

Middle funnel
Validation phase

With audiences updated in real-time based on user behaviors, all connected touch
points were able to consume the same audience data and in turn serve consistent,
relevant content - whether users were on Holden’s website, a dealer’s site, a social

Lower funnel
Selection phase

platform or a third party site.

Alongside a digital experience redesign, we established a content framework and
experience language to allow for dynamic and connected campaigns to be delivered

across prospective and retargeted audiences. The capability and direction Isobar set
from a digital experience perspective led the way for other agency partners and
internal teams to deliver content in a unified way - bringing Holden together as one
brand voice for end customers.

All brand touchpoints
were now equipped to
deliver unified, contextual
experiences - wherever
customers were

Tradies

Farmers

From eyeing off your mate’s new car, to a new
Colorado sitting in your driveway within 3 months

Using global CRM
audiences, brand
engagement ads served on
Facebook with different
segment creative

Upper funnel
engagement
messaging
Colorado
prospect
customer

Content on Holden.com
tailored to Tradie audience
based on social engagement
behaviours

Customer touchpoints
contributing to CRM ID

Colorado
retargeted
customer

Lower funnel
retail and
pricing
messaging

Middle funnel
consideration
messaging

Content personalised on
site, with pushes for
active engagement such
as model builder tool

In-feed messaging
focused on model
specific features, with
formats chosen to
qualify engagement
(such as video)

Purchase finalised at
local dealership
Dealership visit to
test drive same
model configuration
as built on
Holden.com

Retail
messaging
featuring local
dealership
served in-feed

Through a unified and contextual brand experience,
purchase likelihood increased 270%
Aggregating and connecting the data ecosystem enabled Holden to create holistic, context-aware
brand experiences throughout key customer journeys. We fundamentally redefined what success looks
like to Holden and how the business measures performance. The marketing and digital programs were
transformed by focusing on activating and realising the value of the investment in its data and analytics
infrastructure.
Notwithstanding GM’s decision to discontinue the Holden brand in Australia, the data consolidation
initiative we performed delivered 16x ROI from launch and the actionable insights generated informed
and improved brand, marketing and digital activity from strategy through to tactical implementation.
Holden was able to target customers with personalised content based off real time interactions within
the digital ecosystem. Personalisation of the homepage improved sales propensity by 271% and
directly led to increased sales. Insights from customer segments’ interactions were able to be used to
influence the communications approach for those segments across above-the-line and digital channels.
Data-driven redesign of the carline pages saw a five-percentage point increase in upper funnel
conversion, the equivalent of $1.7m earned media spend. The data infrastructure and segmentation
work also enabled us to create KPI modelling tools for each carline, indicating where the key
opportunities were for performance uplift across the purchase funnel and thus instigating a shift away
from an over-investment in paid media to a targeted focus on delivering results by optimising Holden’s
digital ecosystem and sweating owned assets harder than ever before.

16x

return on
investment

$1.7m

earned
media spend

Redefining Jetstar’s design
and delivery capability
During our 12-year partnership, we helped Jetstar
forge a design-led culture and ways of working,
delivering exceptional travel experiences to millions of
customers around the world.

Ten million seamless experiences
every month, and counting
As their key digital partner, Isobar have helped mature Jetstar’s digital offering and design
capability with an engagement focused on experience and technology.
Every experience a customer has with Jetstar’s owned platforms is crafted by Isobar and a
result of a dramatic increase in customer centricity.
Our partnership with Jetstar has seen us collaborate across a global ecosystem of teams,
cultures, languages, locations and technologies. The digital experience touchpoints cover
public and authenticated websites, airline specific booking platforms, native mobile
applications, airport kiosk applications, and agent and staff facing booking platforms
across.
A business critical part of the ecosystem is Jetstar.com, encompassing 23 websites, in 9
languages, across 14 geographical regions, hosting over 10 million users each month and
driving 80% of the business’ booking revenue
We’ve moved Jetstar from a fractured experience to a consistent, continually optimised
and personal customer experience at every digital touchpoint through championing and
embedding a culture of insight aware, hypothesis driven design throughout the business.

Teams of marketers, designers, developers and content authors across the globe can now
take digital features from concept to customer in the shortest time possible — reducing
feature development cost, increasing speed to value and delivering revenue faster.

Establishing a shared design culture
A shared culture and ways of working were foundational to crafting and delivering
seamless digital experiences for Jetstar customers, unlocking the value of Experience
Design throughout the organisation.

Achieving a consistently exceptional brand experience for Jetstar required a culture which
champions the customer at every level of the organisation.
We created the Jetstar Experience Language (JEL) to solve brand and customer challenges
in systematic and scalable ways, shifting the culture around product decisioning to a
design-led practice.
The Experience Language acted as a single source of truth for the brand experience
across all teams including contributors, adopters and leaders. The language includes our
design system, component libraries, experience vision, design principles, guidelines and
ways of working, resources and tools. These centralised assets supported increased
speed to ideate, iterate, optimise and deliver new and improved outcomes for customers
and Jetstar.

In creating a cultural shift, every discipline, tribe and squad at Jetstar were members of the
federated design system team. Within this team sat the Experience Guild; a mix of Product
Owners, Front-End Developers, Designers and Content Specialists. Each tribe and squad
had a representative within the Guild - as a way of distributing the reach of design system
resources and contributions.
The Experience Language resources and ways of working which Isobar established
enabled teams across the organisation to gain a shared understanding and common
language around experience, broadcasting when, how and why to engage design
practitioners or support; regardless of whether design roles were embedded in their
specific teams.

The Federated Team model enabled shared responsibility
and investment in Jetstar’s Experience Language

Data backed experiences at scale
At the centre of our design philosophy is experimentation. For Jetstar, our mission
was to create a culture of experimentation and hypothesis led ways of working
where bold, innovative ideas—from anywhere in the organisation, could be explored
in a controlled, lean environment.
We helped Jetstar create resources, training materials and frameworks to support
consistent measurement, valuable insights and experience uplift across their entire
ecosystem.
Combined with the JEL, these measures paved the way for design thinking and
decisioning to be embedded across the organisation—with the right guardrails in
place to ensure outcomes were consistently driven by multiple data sources and
experience principles.

● Experience & Usability Scoring (PURE, CSAT, CES)—To gain both behavioural
and attitudinal feedback from any prototype or experience and measure
improvements over time.
● Research/Validation selection tools – To enable any team member to identify
the right type of research for their required outcomes.
● Hypothesis Framework and Insights Register, for capturing data and framing
potential experiments prior to prioritising.
● Prioritisation Framework & ICE Scoring to easily understand the impact,
confidence and effort for in any experimentation or validation exercises.
● Experimentation and hypothesis training sessions with hundreds of Jetstar staff
and key partner agencies
● Experimentation Centre of Excellence to provide centralised strategy, design,
development and analytics support

A distributed
experimentation culture
The strength of the experimentation
framework was grounded in the breadth of
different functions, teams and regions
involved, supported by the centralised
Centre of Excellence capability.
This way of working operationalised insight
and idea generation across the organisation
- leading to experience uplift at scale, even
for teams without embedded design or
tech resources.
From crafting and testing an entirely new
way of booking flights on-the-go, to how
we could maximise ease of checking-in at
airport kiosks, and which training material
best suited crew onboard experimentation provided the basis for
insights and ideas to come from anywhere,
guided by shared experience principles
and data-led prioritisation and decisioning.

For technology-led teams and
projects such as the API squad,
experimentation enabled
customer-led decision making
around changes made to APIs

Influencers

Ground Crew

Airport Staff

Customer Care
Team

Ancillary product
teams

Customers

Operations
Data and
Analytics

Experiences can be
influenced by any team through submitting insights,
contributing to hypothesis
creation and consuming
experiment learnings

Digital product
teams

Digital service
teams

Experimentation
Centre of Excellence

Digital marketing

CRM teams

Leaders

Pricing teams
API teams

The end-to-end experimentation
framework is adopted by all
teams who have ownership over
an experience facet - equipped
with the data and backing of the
CoE to improve their end
experiences

Insights can come from anywhere;
such as regular insights workshops
between design and development
teams scrutinising UT findings
against on-site behavioural data

Sustaining experience
uplift over time
Influencers

The cultural shift towards design-led
decisioning and operationalising
experimentation enabled Jetstar to achieve
continuous, impactful customer experience
improvements across their ecosystem.

Ground Crew

Airport Staff

Customer Care
Team

Delivering meaningful experience outcomes
required meaningful collaboration between
teams and specialities. The shared Experience
Language and the common practice of
experimentation supported collaboration at
every stage of the product development and
optimisation lifecycle; from cross-functional,
agile squads to fully distributed teams.

Data and
Analytics

Ancillary product
teams

Customers

Operations

A

B
Digital product
teams

Digital service
teams

Experimentation
Experimentatio
Centre of
n process
Excellence

The dual-track way of working we established
across the digital portfolio ensured balance and
velocity was maintained across discovery and
delivery - making space for collaboration to
happen.

D
E

Results are scrutinised by the crossfunctional team and decisions are made
on iterating, deploying or pivoting the
experience, with insights feeding the next
round of ideation

Leaders
API teams

VALIDATION TRACK

DELIVERY TRACK

C

Pricing teams

Design and development work together
to prioritise experience improvement
opportunities based on impact,
confidence and effort estimates

Digital marketing

CRM teams

Isobar experimentation phases
A. Assessment
B. Ideation
C. Design and build
D. Analysis
E. Launch and scale

Ideation is a shared practice;
hypothesis workshops involving the
cross-functional team provided breath
of ideas

Communication is essential; design is kept
lean and development is iterative, with
frequent desk checks and showcases
Design works with development to ensure
releases will produce valuable learnings;
including how interactions should be
tagged and audiences defined

From a static bundle offering (baseline)

How meaningful collaboration drove
the future of Jetstar’s retailing
As a low-cost carrier, the retailing of Jetstar’s product and service add-ons not only
provides customers with the flexibility to tailor a travel experience that’s right for them; but
is fundamental to Jetstar’s revenue model. Traditionally, Jetstar’s approach for this type of
retailing was through a static bundled mode; but having reached the threshold for
conversion, it was time to shake things up.
Taking an explorative approach, we were able to continually iterate the bundle offering
through offline and online experimentation, enabled new opportunities to be consistently
identified and explored. Explorations covered everything from design treatments tailored
to customer needs, to regionalised product offerings, varied pricing communications, 1to-1 personalised pricing and re-imagined end-to-end booking journeys; ultimately leading
to a dynamic retailing model throughout their digital touchpoints.

Covering hundreds of product combinations and complex airline specific tech platforms,
delivering on this plan required close collaboration between design, technology and
analytics teams. Teams worked together to identify ways to test experiences in the leanest
way possible without compromising on the experience intent. One experiment example
involved redesigning how and when customers could add product bundles^ to their flights
through A/B/x experimentation, delivering:

7%

$500k

Increase in new
booking conversion

Additional monthly
booking revenue

^ Bundles on flight-page test, AU market, Oct 2019

To personalised, dynamic retailing throughout a customer’s journey

Experimentation as the pathway to
maximising seat uptake
A recent example of experimentation-led design uplift was the enhancement of the
online seat selection experience as part of a new booking journey.
With an ongoing experimentation program established early-on, we were able to
continually iterate the seats experience based on behavioural data, tapping into
revenue opportunities along the way.
Maintaining a balance of offline user validation to understand customer needs,
combined with online testing to validate behaviors at scale, our experimentation
approach for seats started with ‘testing the waters’ to understand the impact of a
new seating decision model across different devices and site cultures. We then
explored different value propositions across cultures and implemented usability
improvements before moving on to more complex changes and monitoring across
cultures, breaking down different aspects of the future concept.
Executing the testing plan effectively and efficiently necessitated close collaboration
between design and technology teams. Through a shared culture of experimentation,
we were able to interpret data more effectively, maximise learnings through lean
builds and refine the experience over time.
The final phase saw us explore personalisation strategies & pricing optimisation, with
the new seats page A/B test^ delivering:

17%

$100k

Increase in seat
uptake

Additional monthly
seats revenue

20%

Increase of in-flight
purchases since launch

$21M+

FY19 increase
in flight revenue

200M

Page views
per month

Google
analytics

adobe
analytics

google
bigquery

Amazon
S3

Optimising marketing
and digital spend
GCP

MLC Superannuation was seeking to improve its capability to
measure the effectiveness of their marketing channels. It has been
recommended that this approach is re-engineered using an attribution
modelling approach.

Attribution model(s) which will be developed by Dentsu and its
affiliates, enable MLC to measure the relative contribution of key
customer touch points having led to conversion, rather than biasing
resources towards last touch attributions only. This increased visibility
will allow MLC to more effectively allocate marketing budgets

PowerBI
attribution
modelling

GMP (media
execution)

We remodelled how
one of Australia's
largest councils
provide its services
Isobar worked with City of Sydney to
redesign, redevelop and re-platform its
website onto Sitecore. The project
included a comprehensive re-model of
City of Sydney’s content using a
customer-first focus.

The challenge

The solution

Like many councils, the City of Sydney provides a

We took a content-first approach to the website

huge range of services to a wide range of

redevelopment, spending considerable time

stakeholders, from libraries, parks, and waste

understanding domain and content models to design

management, to venue hire, public consultation and

user experiences in the most seamless way possible.

infrastructure. Ensuring these services are delivered in
an effective and efficient way means providing

inclusive and easily discoverable content in a complex
and confusing environment, a task with which City of

Sydney’s centralised content team were struggling
thanks to a convoluted IA and antiquated CMS.
In addition, as the premier council in NSW and
implicitly responsible for setting the standard in regard

to customer service and digital user experience, it was

This approach helped capture and validate
assumptions and user insight while navigating biases
that can occur when a content model is based purely
on existing content or information architecture.
Using the latest Sitecore XP platform with a headless

JSS architecture framework, we enabled truly
responsive interfaces and provided unmatched
scalability and performance.

important for City of Sydney to not only give its authors

The use of a reusable component library provides

the power they needed to deliver a strong customer

City of Sydney with the perfect combination of

experience, but also to leverage the latest technology

power, flexibility and simplicity: pre-set page

and deliver a seamless, responsive, accessible and

templates exist for them to do the simple things, and

future-focused solution capable of comfortably and

an extensive suite of components also allows them

securely meeting the demands of its users even during

the power to change in the future.

peaks like those seen before each annual New Year’s

Eve celebration.

.

The results
The website recently went through a final round of usability

testing, acceptance testing and accessibility validation, and
content entry is now nearly complete. It is due to launch in

September, at which point City of Sydney will truly have a
solution that allows them deliver on expectations.

Observation of the content migration process and end-user
testing thus far has demonstrated a positive shift away from

the old ‘create a page’ mindset to more specific requests like
creating or updating a ‘project’, ‘place’ or ‘venue’ –

references to content types in the model, rather than
flattened page structures that ultimately lead to poor

organisation and duplication.
User testing of prototypes and final designs has also
demonstrated a significant uptick in user satisfaction and the
ability of users to find information relevant to them, sooner.
Content authors have found the blend of flexibility and
simplicity through the component-library to be liberating,
allowing them to deliver far richer and more useful
experiences with less effort than ever before.

We transformed the
way you design your
dream home
We partnered with Rawson Homes to
change the way they sell homes, starting
with the digital experience.

We created a 3D tool
that visualises your
dream home
DreamBuilder features 3D models that
instantly update as you customise them.
Alongside this is a live cost estimate and
summary – everything you need to get a
complete overview of your dream home.

A modular system
extending to
multiple brands
All built on the same CMS instance
using a single design system. This
allowed for the creation of content
pages for articles and promotions
across multiple brands such as
Thrive Homes.

The results for first
quarter of the website
post-launch:
40%

Increase
in users

45%

Increase
in new users

33%

Increase
in return users

65%

Increase in
mobile usage

A connections portal and
PaaS architecture on the
Sitecore Platform
Partnering with AGN for over 5 years to deliver
on a connected ecosystem and connections
portal, along with working together to define
the vision to set AGN up for success for 2020
and beyond.

The challenge
To build a connected ecosystem that enhanced the experience around
multiple customer user groups and touchpoints.

The solution
Isobar partnered with AGN to build a Sitecore platform that enabled
AGN to create new sites (such as AGIG) in a short period of time and
with minimal additional investment.

We did this by leveraging a set of reusable components and page
templates and streamlining design and development activities so that
they aligned to these existing structures. This approach reduced time to
market and created cost efficiencies for the business, and a focus on a
PaaS architectural model gave AGN peace of mind in regard to future
scalability and performance.
Isobar also design and developed the connection portal, a place where
builders could login and complete the connection processes digitally
rather than via traditional channels. This not only enhanced their
experience with AGN but also increased operational efficiency and
thereby reduced AGN’s costs.

Building a future proof
foundation for
Macquarie Bank
Combining agile ways of working, an
embedded team and technical brilliance
to bring the future of Macquarie Bank’s
digital ecosystem to life.

Co-located with Macquarie’s
technology team, in a purpose built
space, we worked in a blended scrum
team to re-platform two sites onto
AEM, mirafunds.com and
macquarie.com
As their technology implementation
partner we led a cross functional
delivery team consisting of 15 people
from Isobar and Macquarie,
embedding our agile ways of working
and integrating technical processes
along the way.

As part of the engagement, our team
translated the completed designs
into a technical solution with both
end customers and content authors
in mind.
Our blended team worked
collaboratively, upskilling their BAU
team, enabling them to work on
future website iterations with new
ways of working.The component
library and automation framework
we developed will lay the foundation
for the bank’s many other websites
yet to be built and was launched
successfully in February 2020.

We transformed how
students interact with
their university.
University of Canberra (UC) embarked on a digital
transformation project, embracing a strategic focus that
places the future student, student and alumni at the very
heart of all digital activity. This drove a more engaging,
enriching and rewarding experience, while
simultaneously maximising return on business
performance and digital investment.

Digital student journey
Interest. Apply. Offer. Accept. Commence. Continue. Graduate. Alumnus.
Choosing UC

Onboarding

Figures compiled by the federal Education Department
revealed 1 in 5 UC students withdrew from their first year of
bachelor degrees, and were almost twice as likely to ditch
the books in their first year of study than students at
University of Canberra’s (UC) key competitor, Australian
National University.
To address these issues, the University of Canberra
engaged Isobar to lead the digital transformation of their
student journey.

Studying

Completing

The journey encapsulates the breadth of the student journey
across interest, apply, offer, accept, commence, continue,
graduate and alumnus.
Isobar was selected through tender and competitive pitch as
its delivery partner to engage across all stages of the project
– from solution design, technology implementation, strategy,
experience definition, execution and enablement.

Collaborative design
Isobar Group worked collaboratively with the UC in a
single integrated team. It was responsible for the
strategic direction, user research, experience and
interface design, solution architecture and technical
development of the University’s public website and its
student experience platform, MyUC.
A multi-disciplinary team of Isobar and UC specialists
was formed and co-located on campus to work in an
agile methodology across twelve, two-week sprints.
Co-designing, building, prototyping and extensive user
testing brought personalisation to life in a way that
engages the student to progress through their
academic studies with a coherent journey.

Strong foundations
Utilising inclusive design principles to ensure
accessibility for broader users’ needs and
devices, coupled with a modular and scalable
atomic design system and our own unique IP
(Isobar AEM Designs), we leveraged the Adobe
Experience and Marketing Cloud Stack to define
an experience vision and product solution
dedicated to the student journey.

Isobar achieved this by unifying 12 disparate
systems that required students to individually log
in, learn and manage with independent
usernames, passwords, user interfaces,
workflows and processes. This unification has led
to a significant increase in engagement, adoption
and advocacy represented by increased time on
site, time on page and CSAT scoring.

‘MyUC’ is built with Adobe Experience Manager (AEM), Vue.js and
Pattern Lab, connecting very disparate systems through Single-Sign
On functionality with a total of nine application program interfaces
(APIs) including its LMS, Canvas.
A SAML Connector via AEM Publisher and JWT user auth tokens are
used to connect to SSO Shibboleth IDP to authorise users to access
the dashboard. Dell Boomi is being used as middleware to enable
dashboard calendar integrations.

Additionally, a robust Analytics, reporting and insights strategy has
been put in place across the digital properties to allow key
stakeholders across the business to better understand the
behaviours of their prospects and students, as well as optimised and
refined the experiences to drive measured improvements in key
metrics.
Adobe Target has been implemented to facilitate a robust test and
learn framework, enabling data driven A/B and multivariate testing
with real world student cohorts, real world data, activities and
statistically confident reporting. The same platform has delivered
personalised, targeted and relevant experiences, further enhancing
student adoption and prospective student conversion.

50+

Customised
components

20+

API
Integrations

1

Cohesive student
experience

UC now has a single, cohesive student experience platform.
This intuitive platform enhances the student experience through
advanced digital engagement, conversion and retention strategies,
making a unified and student-centric online experience that
positions the University of Canberra as one of Australia’s most
digitally progressive tertiary institutions.

7:16

Average time students
spend on MyUC

are accessing
30% Students
via their mobile device

who visited other
68% Students
pages after viewing Home

Bringing us closer
to our farmers
Fonterra is a global, co-operative owned dairy company with
farming and processing operations across four continents and
over 100 countries.

We helped Fonterra launch Farm Source, combining its supplier
and retail business units to drive connection, engagement and
loyalty via timely, relevant and targeted communications.

Efficiently connecting farmers, suppliers and
customers though personalised self-service
Fonterra have historically faced a range of challenges; from overly rigid ways of
working resulting in increased time to market across their operations, team
members facing repetitive low-value tasks and a customer base who saw
themselves as ‘technophobic’ and resistant to change.
In response, Fonterra launched a number of new initiatives aimed at bringing their
services closer to their customer base; spanning dairy farm owners, suppliers and
customers. Fonterra recognised the need to provide their customers with digital
tools to support on-farm productivity and efficiency improvements, leveraging the
scale and value of the co-op to their benefit.
The objective was to improve the way Fonterra engaged and interacted with its
11,000+ farmers; providing a single consistent experience when interacting with the
brand across its physical and digital touchpoints.

Farm source connected ecosystem
MOBILE APP
Co-designed to meet
farmers needs

ONLINE COMMUNITY
Connect 24/7 for advice and support

FIELD TEAM TOOLS
Supplier information and interactions
Source of global dairy expertise

To do this, we helped to design and deliver Farm Source; a platform enabling
simple self-serve functionality.
For farmers, Farm Source works to save time, providing personalised support
across their dairy operations and reducing calls to field officers and call centres.
For field teams, the platform provides the capability needed to have quality insightdriven interactions with farmers.

CUSTOMER 360
Supplier needs and
interactions

IOT INTEGRATION
Realtime collection data

Personalised Farm Source launch and onboarding journey

Personalised communication
to support in-field contact
Once launched, Farm Source enabled every channel to serve as an opportunity to
engage and sell to the customer. Creating a connected, single customer view
unlocked the potential for real brand impact.
Connecting Fonterra’s touchpoints and services drove dramatic improvement
across field team capabilities; through integrating information available at stores to
provide consistent, personalised messaging to farmers for everything from milk
collection details to right-time promotions.
The project revolutionised how the workforce operated digitally and remotely, on
and offline. It saved Fonterra staff and farmers time, meaning more resources could
be spent farmer facing, offering visibility of information across business units and
increasing reporting efficiency through system integrations.
Farm Source ultimately enabled co-op farmers to connect more effectively through
the use of regional segmentation driving personalised service offerings.

150

Users
trained

143k

Entities
connected

11k

Farmers
supported

Promoting real client change
together with Salesforce
Isobar has significant experience delivering meaningfully
personalised customer experiences based on validated user
and customer insights and delivered through Salesforce
then extended into a broad range of touchpoints.

Through agile delivery we configured Salesforce
and tightly integrated it with Xero's core platform,
on-line systems and marketing activities across
Service, Sales, Communities and Marketing Cloud.

We supported Lightbox in collecting and drilling
down on customer insights and behaviour to make
informed decisions about future marketing
execution and relevancy.

By aligning people, process and technology, we
improved the claims process, built a single
customer view and implemented personalised
marketing automation journeys to deliver a more
enhanced experience.

Through the design and development of an RFM
tool and implementation of personalization
builder, we armed T7 with customer journeys for
cross-selling and upselling using customer
buying behaviour.

By utilising Journey Builder, we supported ALH
Group to design and implement customer journeys
providing dynamic, brand-specific and
personalised content based on data across their
300+ venues.

Implemented Sales, Service and Marketing Cloud
to accelerate service. Genesis staff can now have
more relevant and valuable customer
conversations with up-to-date pricing and crosssell opportunities.

By designing and developing enhanced
customer journeys, Novo Shoes was able to
gather marketing insights and collect
behavioural data to drive a 1-1 experience
across all their customer touchpoints.

Through the inter-connection of Salesforce
CRM and Salesforce Marketing Cloud, we
enabled BCITO to nurture and drive students
towards apprenticeships by providing
engaging and motivational content through
their education journey.

We enabled Trustpower to deliver triggered,
personalised communications to their customers
through both digital and print via data-driven
journeys, leveraging the use of intelligent
segmentation and attribution.

By working alongside to provide a cross-cloud
solution, enabling the automation of
communications, triggered by a customer’s
journey through the stages pregnancy, ensuring
multilingual dynamic content.

